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1. **Guy Nordenson: Reading Structures; 39 Projects and Built Works, 1983-2011.**

   *by Guy Nordenson*

   *Print book 2016*

   *Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries*

   This monograph presents 39 complex structures by the Princeton University professor and structural engineer Guy Nordenson. The body of work, developed with architects and artists included... Read More

   - Available
   - Merensky Library Open Collection Level 5
   - 720.92 NORDENSON

   No other editions or formats
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7. Localizing Fulbe Architecture

Islamic Africa, June 2014, Vol. 5 Issue: Number 1 p1-43, 43p; (AN 36215990), Database: E-Journals

Fulbe architecture of the Adamawa Region, Cameroon, and the Foulka Djallon region, Guinea, bear many formal similarities. Fulbe in Cameroon often point to architectural form as a marker of ethnic...

Periodical
Check Univ of Pretoria catalog Link Check for full text via OCLC Full Text Finder

8. Placing In-between: Thinking through Architecture in the Construction of Colonial-Modern Identities


This article addresses the topical notions of hybridity and 'in-between-ness' as salient points of intersection between critical architectural inquiry and postcolonial studies. Focusing on domest...

PDF Full Text

9. Expression of Form on the Steel Building Design

by Li, Bing. Applied Mechanics and Materials, August 2013, Vol. 357 Issue: Number 1 p39-42, 4p; (AN 30865511), Database: E-Journals

In today's era, people have formed architectural aesthetic psychology of this age, with information technology, intelligence, and sustainable development becoming the theme of the society. The ma...

Check Univ of Pretoria catalog Link Check for full text via OCLC Full Text Finder

10. Local identity of modern Amman—Jordan: a perceptual approach towards identifying an inter-subjective and shared architectural schemata

by Mahm, Shatha SM. Urban Design International, September 2004, Vol. 9 Issue: Number 3 p119-131, 13p; (AN 91460068), Database: E-Journals

Since the impacts of the oil-boom of the 1970s began to affect Amman, the capital of Jordan, the new western parts of the city...
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26. Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions


• Solar heating systems must be designed for the whole year, including summer.
• Sunspaces are efficient in Spain as long as they are insulated and used.
• An optimized design includes solar protection.

27. ALDEAS EN LOS BOSQUES DE PROSOPIS. ARQUITECTURA RESIDENCIAL Y CONGREGACIONAL EN EL PERÍODO FORMATIVO TARAPAQUEÑO (900 AC-900 DC). (Spanish)


This paper concerns the relationship between residential architecture and gathering spaces in a group of Formative villages and settlements located in the Tarapacá and Guatacondo valleys of North...

Subjects: Architecture; Chile; Other Construction Material Merchant Wholesalers; Villages; Social order; Congregationalism
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Energy efficiency and thermal behaviour of attached sunspaces, in the residential architecture in Spain. Summer Conditions


Abstract
This research shows the study and analysis of sunspaces behaviour as passive elements of architecture during the summer, taking into account that they are fundamentally passive solar heating elements for winter. This study is carried out through monitoring and ...
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